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Participation type:
- plenary speaker
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- publication of materials
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REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
Prospective participants are asked to submit
- filled registration form;
- materials for publication;
- copy of the receipt.

to the Organizing Committee before April 9, 2018.
Conference Book will be available for participants
at registration desk.

The regular conference fee of 100 EUR covers
conference program and conference book,
refreshments during the conference and local
transportation expenses. Accommodation, meals
and social program expenses are not covered by the
registration fee.

Publication fee for virtual participants is 10
EUR.

PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER
Beneficiary: “Ternopil Ivan Puluj National
Technical University Alumni Association”; State
Export Import Bank of Ukraine; МФО 322313 код
ЄДРПОУ 38417510, р/п 26004000020771/840 - $,
26004000020771/978 – €.

Please indicate your name and surname in
payment details.

ACCESS
Ternopil can be easily reached by train from
the nearest airport cities Kyiv or Lviv.

ACCOMMODATION
For information about hotels in Ternopil, visit
http://www.hotelsbooking.com.ua/hotels/ternopil/

SOCIAL EVENTS
Ternopil is a town with a range of visitor
attractions to suit any taste. Our conference also
offers opportunities to visit historic heritage sites in
Ternopil region.
Dear Colleagues!

Ternopil Ivan Puluj National Technical University is pleased to host International Scientific Conference “Teaching and learning of international students in Ukraine. Challenges and perspectives”. We look forward to meeting academics and researchers who want to explore and expand the farther horizons of this dynamic subject with us.

Conference Program Overview

1. Regulatory and legal ensuring and international education standards in Ukraine:
   - organization of foreign citizens enrolment and admission for education in the higher educational establishments;
   - regulations of foreign citizens residence and registration on the territory of Ukraine;
   - peculiarities of recognition of foreign citizens documents on education in Ukraine;
   - peculiarities of educational systems of Europe, Asia and Africa.

2. Internationalization of Higher Education and Its Impact to the Ukrainian Educational System: Opportunities and Challenges:
   - Changing global norms and risks in higher educational system;
   - Increasing demands of competitive educational requirements;
   - New methods of teaching and training;
   - I-Tech class rooms and space for social media;
   - Need of student-centered education;

3. Organization of educational process for international students, theoretical and applied aspects:
   - peculiarities of international students educational process;
   - the role of informational technologies in teaching international students fundamental and professionally-oriented subjects;
   - peculiarities of teaching academic subjects in English;
   - methods of teaching Ukrainian as foreign language;
   - organisational and methodological aspects of international students part-time learning.

4. International students adaptation:
   - development of the human values and international mutual respect;
   - organizational and educative activities for adaptation of international students from different regions of the world;
   - Ukraine national traditions as means of international students language adaptation.

Program Committee

Yasniy P.V.  Chair, rector of TNTU
Shapovalova O.O.  Co-chair, Head of the International Cooperation Department of Ministry of Science and Education of Ukraine
Rashkevych Yu.M.  Co-chair, Vice-minister of Ministry of Science and Education of Ukraine
Vitenko T.M.  Vice-chair, Vice-rector for international cooperation, TNTU

Denafas G.  Professor of Kaunas University of Technology
Drozdzioł P.  Vice-rector of Lublin University of Technology
Dyachuk S.F.  Vice-rector for scientific and methodological work of TNTU
Kacejko P.  Rector of Lublin University of Technology
Kovalyuk B.P.  Dean of Foreign Students Department, TNTU
Muñoz A. R.  Professor of University of Valencia
Tukiendorf M.  Rector of Opole University of Technology
Pradeep K.  President of Indo-European Education Foundation
Cebulla M.  Professor of the University of Applied Sciences Schmalkalden

Organising Committee

Vitenko T.M.  Chair, vice-rector for international cooperation, TNTU
Kovalyuk B.P.  Vice-chair, dean of Foreign Students Department, TNTU

Bodnar O.I.  Moroz L.B.
Dzhyzhora L.A.  Nazarevych L.T.
Zhukovska R.  Lazaryuk V.V.
Zayarna Yu.V.  Skorenky Yu.L.
Katrych A.P.  Radyk D.L.

Scientific Secretary

Oksana Sitkar +38097 1598290
fri-conf@tu.edu.te.ua

Requirements for Conference Papers

UDC (Times New Roman, 12 pt., bold)
Author(s) name(s) (Times New Roman, 14 pt., bold)
Affiliation (Times New Roman, 12 pt), (blank line 10 pt.)

Title of the paper (Times New Roman, 16 pt., bold)
(bank line 10 pt.)

1-3 full-page papers should be printed on A4 pages with all margins 20 mm using 14 pt Times New Roman font, single interval. Figures should be inserted in text and copies of the figures in separate jpeg, tiff, or pck files (300 dpi or higher resolution) should be supplied. Please save your contribution as Word-2003 doc-file and send it together with the registration form and bank transfer receipt to the Organizing Committee at fri-conf@tu.edu.te.ua by April 9, 2018.

Materials of the conference are expected to be published in the Conference Book which will be available at registration.

WORKING LANGUAGES

OF THE CONFERENCE:

- Ukrainian;
- English;
- Polish.